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large portion of the report related to observations on adults, which I pass
over. The statistics collected with reference to children showed the
influence of age, sex, nurture, occupation, and sanitary surroundings on
the physical development of the population. All classes were represented,
from the children of the upper and professional classes at public schools,
like Eton, Marlborough, and Radley, to those of the poorest town popula-
tion in public elementary or Board schools, charitable institutions, and
industrial schools. The most obvious fact which the figures disclosed was
the diminution in stature which attends the lowering of tlie social scale, a
difference of five inches existing between the average stature of the best
and worst nurtured classes of children of corresponding ages.

The test age adopted was that of school children of the age of from
eleven to twelve years. This age was selected as peculiarly suited to the
study of the media, or conditions of life, which influence the develop-
ment of the human body, and as being subject to all the wide and more
powerful agencies which surround and divide class from class, but yet free
from the disturbing elements of puberty and the numerous minor modi-
fying 111f1t1e11CCS, such as occupation, personal habits, etc., which in a

measure shape the physique of older boys and adults. The mean height
of boys of this age in the public schools, which were situated in the

country, was 55 inches ; in the upper middle class schools in towns, 54
inches ; in the lower middle class schools in towns, 53k inches; in ele-

mentary schools among the agricultural labourers in the country, 53

inches; in those among the artizans in towns, 521 inches ; in those among
the factories and workshops in country places 52, and in towns 51 ~ inches ;
in military asylums, 51 inches; in industrial schools, 50 inches.

This exceedingly smooth and regular gradation is due to tlie com-

bination of causes arising from social conditions, including the influences
of leisure, mental and manual labour; from nurture, the influences of

food, clothing, nursing, domestic surroundings, etc. ; from occupation, the
influences of eaternal physical conditions, exercise, etc. : and from climatic
and sanitary surroundings.

This observation was followed by one on the rate of growth in the
several classes. Those classes are distributed among the whole population
in the following proportions :-

Class 1. Upper and professional classes, 4~ per cent.
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The growth in stature observed between the ages of 10 and 17 was :-
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Tlie increases in weight during the same seven years was :-
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